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Abstract In this paper, we present a novel multiple phase I/O collective technique
for generic block-cyclic distributions. The I/O technique is divided into two stages:
inspector and executor. During the inspector stage, the communication pattern is com-
puted and the required datatypes are automatically generated. This information is
used during the executor stage in performing the communication and file accesses.
The two stages are decoupled, so that for repetitive file access patterns, the compu-
tations from the inspector stage can be performed once and reused several times by
the executor. This strategy allows to amortize the inspector cost over several I/O op-
erations. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of multiple phase I/O collective
technique and we compare it with other state of the art approaches. Experimental
results show that for small access granularities, our method outperforms in the large
majority of cases other parallel I/O optimizations techniques.
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1 Introduction

In the last years, in the context of the continuous exponential increase of processing
power, more evidence has shown that the I/O subsystem may represent an impor-
tant bottleneck in parallel architectures. Therefore, increasing research efforts tried
to address this challenge at different levels of the architecture: hardware (e.g., Stor-
age Area Networks), parallel file systems (e.g., GPFS [12], PVFS [8] and Lustre [2]),
or middleware (e.g., MPI-IO library). The work presented here belongs to the last
category.

A major contribution of this paper is the development of a novel I/O technique for
distributed systems called Inspector–Executor Collective I/O (IEC I/O). Our method
takes advantage of fast communication networks for exchanging the data, targeting
the improvement of file access locality, and the decrease of the cost of global I/O
operations. Our technique increases data locality by means of communication oper-
ations, before the file system access is performed, in the same manner as extended-
two phase I/O [16], the widely used collective I/O implementation from ROMIO,
the most popular MPI-IO distribution. We propose a multi-level algorithm, based on
an Inspector–Executor paradigm, which separates the generation of the communica-
tion and file access patterns from their actual employment. Consequently, the generic
patterns are computed once and reused several times. Additionally, we present an
experimental evaluation of the effectiveness of our method for a large range of in-
put data and architectural configurations. Experimental results prove that our method
obtains the best performance in a broad number of scenarios, when compared with
other state-of-the-art techniques.

This paper is structured as follows. The next section presents existing I/O tech-
niques for distributed systems. Section 3 describes the IEC I/O method. Section 4
shows the experimental comparative study. Finally, Sect. 5 presents the conclusions.

2 Related work

It has been shown [10] that the processes of a parallel application frequently access
a common data set by issuing a large number of small non-contiguous I/O requests.
Collective I/O addresses this problem by merging small individual requests into larger
global requests in order to optimize the network and disk performance. Depending on
the place where the request merging occurs, one can identify two collective I/O meth-
ods. If the requests are merged at the I/O nodes, the method is called disk-directed
I/O [5, 13]. If the merging occurs at intermediary nodes or at compute nodes, the
method is called two-phase I/O [1, 3]. Two-phase I/O is implemented in ROMIO [16],
the most popular distribution of the MPI-IO interface. Our technique is also aimed
to increase the data locality by means of communication operations, like two-phase
I/O, but in contrast, it is a multi-level algorithm, with several communication phases,
which leads to an improved performance.

Another parallel I/O optimization technique is List I/O [17]. In List I/O, the non-
contiguous accesses are specified through a list of offsets of contiguous memory or
file regions and a list of lengths of contiguous regions. MPI-IO [9] is a standard
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interface for MPI-based parallel I/O. MPI data types are used by MPI-IO for declaring
views and for performing non-contiguous accesses. A view is a contiguous window to
potentially non-contiguous regions of a file. After declaring a view on a file, a process
may see and access non-contiguous regions of the file in a contiguous manner. In [21],
a new datatype handling functionality is introduced. It improves noncontiguous data
access management, with the result of increasing the data throughput.

Several researchers have contributed with optimizations of MPI-IO data opera-
tions: data sieving [16], non-contiguous access [18], collective caching [7], cooperat-
ing write-behind buffering [6], integrated collective I/O and cooperative caching [4].
In another approach [20], the optimal setting for MPI-IO file hints is automatically
computed.

GPFS [12], PVFS [8] and Lustre [2] are parallel file systems, which currently
manage the storage of the majority of the clusters and supercomputers from the Top
500 list. Data shipping [11] is a collective optimization implemented in the GPFS
library. Using Lustre file joining (merging two files into one) for improving collective
I/O is presented in [19].

In an earlier work [14], we presented the optimization of the I/O stage of STEM-
II scientific application. We implemented a collective I/O technique, targeting the
particular data distribution of STEM-II. The work presented in [15] generalizes the
previous one by including an inspector phase, which automatically generates the data
types used for selecting the data to be exchanged, remote data placement, and data
transfer to disk. This is a complete new design that can handle generic block-cyclic
distribution and does not require a specific predefined memory layout. Additionally,
unlike in two-phase I/O, the inspector phase is decoupled from the executor phase
(data exchange and disk transfer), which allows the amortization of the inspector
phase over several accesses patterns. This paper is an extended version of this previ-
ous work.

3 Inspector–Executor Collective I/O algorithm

In this section, we present our algorithm based on an example in which a file stores
a vector x with Nx entries distributed among Np processes using a block-cyclic
scheme. Each block consists of Bx entries and each process is assigned Nb blocks.
Consequently, we have: Bx ∗Nb = Nx . Figure 1 shows the resulting distributed values
for Nx = 16, Np = 4, Bx = 1, and Nb = 4.

There are many real applications fitting this scenario, such as parallel simulations
in which a particular problem is discretized into volume elements and distributed
among a given number of processes. In these situations, block-cyclic distributions
are commonly used, given that they achieve a good load-balance. Periodically, parts
of these data are transferred to file (for instance, during check-pointing operations).

Fig. 1 Data distribution for
Nx = 16, Bx = 1 and Np = 4
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DATA MEMORY ALLOCATION
L1 x = allocate( Nx

Np
+ �x)

L2 bin_rank = integer2binary(rank)
L2 count = count_ones(bin_rank)
L2 alloc_offset = count ∗ Nx/(2 ∗ Np)

L2 receive(x,alloc_offset)

INSPECTOR: DATATYPE GENERATION
L3 Datatype_send = generate_send_datatype( )

L4 Datatype_pack = generate_pack_datatype( )

EXECUTOR: DATA EXCHANGING STAGE
DO ph = 0,Nph − 1
IF r%(2ph+1) < 2ph

L5 r ′
ph = r + 2ph

ELSE
L5 r ′

ph = r − 2ph

END IF
recv_offset = compute_offset(r ′

1, r
′
2, . . . , r

′
Nph−1)

L6 Exchange(r ′
ph, x,Datatype_send, recv_offset)

END DO

EXECUTOR: FILE WRITING STAGE
L7 Pack(output_buffer, x,Datatype_pack)
L8 bin_rank = integer2binary(rank)
L8 perm_bin_rank = permute(bin_rank)
L8 offset = binary2integer(perm_bin_rank) ∗ Nx/Np

L9 Disk_write(output_buffer,file_name,offset)

Fig. 2 Pseudocode of IEC I/O algorithm

These data are subsequently read for visualizing and monitoring the simulated en-
vironment. Usually, the simulation and visualization programs are developed sepa-
rately, making necessary a predefined data disk format for allowing the proper en-
vironment reconstruction. One standard format consists of storing the data in their
original order.

Once data are distributed, the scenario that we are considering consists of storing
the x vector on file in the proper order. We understand under proper order storing all
the x entries in their original order, that is, x = {0,1, . . . ,15} for our example. Note
that preserving the data structure avoids further off-line sorting operations.

The basic approach of IEC I/O method is the gradual increase of file data locality
by means of data exchange among the computing nodes. Figure 2 shows the algorithm
pseudocode. It is divided into four stages: memory allocation, datatype generation,
data exchange, and disk transfer.

Initially, we describe the communication scheme and the memory layout for the
particular distribution shown in Fig. 1. Later, we will extend our technique to other
kind of distributions. Next sections describe in detail each stage of our technique.
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3.1 Data Memory allocation

For a given architecture with Np computing nodes, our method requires Nph com-
munication phases:

Nph = ⌈
log2(Np)

⌉
(1)

During a given phase, the processes are grouped in pairs and they exchange a
part of their data, as described later. We need to allocate an extra memory space for
the exchanged data. In our method, both the communication pattern and amount of
transferred data are predefined. More specifically, in each phase, each process sends
and receives Nx/(2 ∗ Np) data entries according to a fixed communication scheme.
Consequently, each process requires a total of �x memory entries for storing all the
communicated data:

�x = Nph ∗ Nx

2 ∗ Np

(2)

The distributed vector x and the incoming data are stored in the same memory region.
That is, a region of Nx/Np +�x array entries has to be allocated (label L1 in Fig. 2).

During the initial distribution of x we use an offset value, starting at which the
vector entries are stored. This offset is shown in lines labeled L2 in Fig. 2. Function
integer2binary converts an integer number (the process rank) into a binary number;
count_ones returns the count of all the bits equal to one in the binary representation
of its argument. This value is used to compute the offset of the distributed entries
of x.

A graphical example of this distribution is shown in Fig. 3. Given that Np = 4 and
Nx = 16, the allocated memory space has 8 entries. The bin_rank, num_ones and
alloc_offset values for each process are shown in Table 1.

During the communication phase, several entries of x are exchanged between pairs
of processes. During the file write phase, different memory entries have to be gathered
and written to file. We use automatically generated datatypes (Fig. 2, lines L3 and L4)

Fig. 3 Data distribution of IEC
I/O algorithm of x (Nx = 16
and Bx = 1) for four processes

Table 1 Example of bin_rank,
num_ones and alloc_offsets
values for Nx = 16, Np = 4 and
Bx = 1

Rank 0 1 2 3

bin_rank 00 01 10 11

num_ones 0 1 1 2

alloc_offset 0 2 2 4
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for selecting these memory positions. In the case of regular distributions, datatype
structures can be parametrized. That is, datatypes can be automatically computed by
means of a set of linear equations with parameters Np , Nx, and Bx .

For irregular distributions, datatype structures are automatically generated by
means of an inspector routine. This routine analyzes both the data distribution and
the memory layout, and selects the memory entries corresponding to data transfers
(or disk writes).

In this work, we have decoupled the datatype generation algorithm (inspector rou-
tine) from the executor stage. The executor stage refers to the data transfer and file
access phases. This algorithm structure allows to increase the performance, given
that when the same I/O operation is performed multiple times, the inspector routine
is executed once and its results are reused multiple times by the executor. Firstly, we
describe this stage. Then, in Sect. 3.3, we present a detailed description of the inspec-
tor routine for datatype generation and examples of how some regular distributions
can be efficiently parametrized.

3.2 Executor stage

Once the memory space allocation is completed and datatypes are generated, the com-
pute nodes perform data exchange. This operation consists of sending and receiving
entries of x between pairs of processes.

We denote the phase number ph, with 0 ≤ ph < Nph. Given a process with rank
0 ≤ r < Np , the line L5 in Fig. 2 determines the rank r ′

ph of the target process used
to exchange data during ph phase.

Table 2 shows the process pairs for a configuration with eight compute nodes. We
have also printed in bold fonts the pairs for the four processes configuration used
in our example. Note that this scheme corresponds to a tree-based communication
pattern.

Different datatypes are used for each communication phase. During the receive
operation, all the received entries are stored in consecutive memory positions. The
compute_offset function returns the offset value at which the incoming data is stored.
This function is summarized in Fig. 4. For each communication phase i, we check
if the current destination rank (r ′

ph) is greater than the destination rank of each com-
munication phase (called r ′

i ). If it is, we increase the offset by the size of half of the
assigned entries. In addition, when r ′

ph is greater than the home process rank, the
offset is increased by Nx/Np . Table 3 summarizes the offset values for each process
and communication phase.

Table 2 Process pairs for
Np = 8 (Nph = 3). Each pair
consists of the ranks of the
processes that exchange data

ph 1st pair 2nd pair 3rd pair 4rd pair

0 0–1 2–3 4–5 6–7

1 0–2 1–3 4–6 5–7

2 0–4 1–5 2–6 3–7
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Table 3 Example of
Recv_offset values for each
process and phase (Nx = 16,
Np = 4 and Bx = 1)

Rank 0 1 2 3

Recv_offset (ph = 0) 4 0 6 2

Recv_offset (ph = 1) 6 6 0 0

Fig. 4 Pseudocode of
compute_offset function

recv_offset = 0
DO i = 0,Nph − 1
IF r ′

ph > r ′
i

recv_offset+ = Nx/(2 ∗ Np)

END IF
END DO
IF r ′

ph > rank
recv_offset+ = Nx/Np

END IF
return(recv_offset)

Fig. 5 Data distribution of IEC
I/O algorithm after phase 0
(Nx = 16, Bx = 1 and Np = 4)

Fig. 6 Data distribution of IEC
I/O algorithm after phase 1
(Nx = 16, Bx = 1 and Np = 4)

Finally, line L6 of Fig. 2 shows the exchange function. This function sends
Nx/(2 ∗ Np) elements of x to process r ′

ph and receives the same amount of elements
from the same process. Datatypes are used for gathering the data to be sent, whereas
the received entries are stored consecutively, starting at the offset value.

Figures 5 and 6 show an example of the sent/received values for each phase of
the case study. Sent entries have gray background and received values have bolded
borders.

Once the communication phases are completed, I/O operations can be performed.
Before that, the outgoing data have to be packed in order to increase the network
transfer performance. We use datatype Datatype_pack and MPI_Pack functions
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Fig. 7 Final data distribution of
IEC I/O algorithm after packing
(Nx = 16, Bx = 1 and Np = 4)

Table 4 Example of bin_rank,
perm_bin_rank and file_offset
values for Nx = 16, Np = 4 and
Bx = 1

Rank 0 1 2 3

bin_rank 00 01 10 11

perm_bin_rank 00 10 01 11

file_offset 0 8 4 12

for copying the desired values to the output buffer. Figure 7 shows the content of this
buffer for each one of the processing nodes. Note that the output buffer contains a
chunk of consecutive entries of x.

The last step of the executor is the file writing stage. First of all, it is neces-
sary to determine the file offset for each output buffer. This offset is computed in
the three lines labeled L8 in Fig. 2. The function permute permutes each bit of
the bin_rank sequence: for a sequence of n bits, the most significant bit (n − 1) is
swapped with the least significant one (0), the (n − 2) bit, is swapped with bit 1 and
so on; binary2integer converts a binary number into an integer. Table 4 summarizes
the values for our example.

The disk_write function (label L9, Fig. 2) writes the content of this buffer into
the file file_name at offset file_offset. Note that this is a parallel I/O operation over
nonoverlapping file entries.

3.3 Inspector routine for datatype generation

Many parallel applications (like modeling of real-life environments) are iterative:
Once the data are distributed among different processing nodes, simulation is com-
puted during several iterations (each one corresponding to one time step). Typi-
cally I/O phases alternate with compute phases (for instance, in order to perform
checkpointing). In these cases, our technique works in a split fashion: the inspector
(datatype constructor) is executed once, and its information is reused during each ex-
ecutor operation. By means of this approach, the inspector overhead can be amortized
during multiple I/O operations.

This section focuses on the description of the inspector routine. Initially, the em-
ployed datatype structures are introduced, then some remarks are made about their
parametrization, and finally, a general inspector algorithm is presented.
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Fig. 8 Final data distribution of IEC algorithm after packing (process P0, Nx = 32, Bx = 1 and Np = 4)

3.3.1 Datatype structure

The method presented in this paper uses two different datatype constructors for man-
aging all the possible memory layout configurations. These constructors are the Send-
ing datatype and the Packing datatypes, which are described next:

• Sending datatypes: We use the MPI_Type_indexed datatype generator, which
constructs a memory pattern from a list of {offset, length} tuples. The first element
of the tuple points to the starting position of the considered interval. The second
element contains the number of entries belonging to the interval.

For example, in Fig. 5, for process 0, the sending datatype represents the tuple
{2,2} (the starting position has an offset 0). In Fig. 6, the same process contains
two tuples: {1,1} and {5,1}.

• Packing datatypes: We use a combination of MPI_Type_indexed and
MPI_Type_hvector datatype generators. The first one represents non-contigu-
ous patterns by using offset/length tuples. The second function is used for grouping
several datatypes into a single chunk of entries.

For the distribution case study (Fig. 7), MPI_Type_indexed uses three tu-
ples: {0,1}, {4,1} and {6,2}. MPI_Type_hvector generates a single interval,
that is, it does not replicate the datatype produced by MPI_Type_indexed.

Now, let us consider a more complex distribution. Figure 8 shows the mem-
ory layout and packed buffer for process 0 with Nx = 32, Bx = 1 and Np = 4.
MPI_Type_indexed uses four tuples: {0,1}, {8,1}, {12,1} and {14,1}. Now,
MPI_Type_hvector produces two intervals (marked in the figure with differ-
ent gray hues). When the packing operation is performed, all the entries of the first
interval are grouped, and then the same procedure is performed with the second
one. This is automatically made by the MPI_Pack routine, once the global data
type is provided.

3.3.2 Datatype parametrization

For regular distributions, datatype structures described before can be automatically
generated by means of parametrized equations. We are going to focus on the send-
ing datatype of process 0 for the IEC algorithm. An similar analysis can be made
for the rest of the datatypes and processes. For this case, we need to know the fol-
lowing values in each communication phase: number of tuples, offsets values, and
lengths values. Given that we are dealing with a block-cyclic distribution, we have
the following input parameters: Np , Nx and Bx .
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We use the following notation for a given communication phase ph: Ntpl is the
total number of tuples, where a tuple is represented as: {offset, length}tpl, with 0 ≤
tpl < Ntpl.

The number of communication phases, Nph, is given by expression (1). For each
phase, 0 ≤ ph < Nph, we have the following properties:

• Property 1: The number of tuples Ntpl is equal to:

Ntpl = 2ph (3)

• Property 2: For a given tuple {offset, length}tpl, the offset is obtained from the
following expression:

offsettpl = atpl ∗ Nx

Np

(4)

where atpl is an empirically determined constant. For example, for the first com-
munication phase (tpl = 1), we have a1 = 0.5 for rank = 0 process. We remark
that this approximation is possible, given that the number of tuples for a specific
phase does not depend neither on the number of processes nor on the data size.

• Property 3: For a given tuple {offset, length}tpl, its length is given by:

lengthtpl = Nx

Np ∗ 2ph+1
(5)

Once the same procedure is applied to the rest of processes, we have completely char-
acterized all the tuples of the sending datatype of IEC algorithm. A similar procedure
can be applied to the packing datatypes.

3.3.3 Automatic datatype generation for IEC technique

The datatype generation algorithms work like an inspector routine: they analyze the
data distribution and produce the datatypes for performing the data transfer and, if
necessary, the file accesses. Before starting to describe these algorithms, we introduce
several definitions:

• For a given distribution of x, we define the physical address (Phy_Addr) of a par-
ticular entry for one particular process as the position where this entry is placed.1

Note that, when the x entries are exchanged (during the communication phases),
a given entry can have different physical addresses in different processes. For in-
stance, in the data distribution of Fig. 1 for process 1, the physical address of entries
with values 1 and 5 are, respectively, 0 and 1.

• For a given distribution of x, we define the logical address (Log_Addr) of a par-
ticular entry as the position of this entry in the original (nondistributed) array. In
Fig. 1, the logical addresses for x entries are equal to their value. That is, x entry
0 as the logical address 0, 1 as the logical address 1 and so on.

1We understand under position the offset value (measured in number of entries) of the considered entry in
the allocated memory space of the process.
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Phy2Log routine:

num_items = 0
L1 DO tpl = 0,Ntpl − 1
L2 IF Phy_Addr ∈ [num_items,num_items + lengthtpl)

L3 Log_Addr = offsettpl + Phy_Addr − num_items
END IF

L4 num_items = num_items + lengthtpl
END DO

End routine

Fig. 9 Pseudocode of Phy2Log routine

• The logical–physical mapping of an element is represented using the 〈i, j 〉 nota-
tion, where i and j are integers corresponding to the logical and physical addresses.

The first definition represents the physical distribution of x, and is used for gener-
ating the datatypes. The second definition describes the data ordering, and is needed
for determining the exchanged x entries.

The problem of computing the datatypes is the problem of finding the relationships
between these two values. For the regular distribution studied before, we can describe
these relationships in mathematical form (6).

Log_Addr = rank ∗ Bx +
⌊

Phy_Addr

Bx

⌋
∗ Np ∗ Bx + Phy_Addr%Bx (6)

In this equation, % is the module operator. For generic distributions, we assume
that x entries are initially distributed using datatypes (composed by a sequence of
offset and length tuples). Computing the logical address from a given physical address
is accomplished by means of datatype analysis. Figure 9 shows the Phy2Log routine
for performing this operation. It receives an input datatype (Distr_Datatype) and a
physical address, and it returns the associated logical address. The loop labeled L1
traverses all the tuples; then the algorithm checks if the physical address falls within
the currently evaluated tuples in L2. In the affirmative case, the logical address is
computed (label L3).

Let us consider the example of Fig. 11, in which some x entries (with gray back-
ground) are distributed to process 0. The associated datatype is given by the follow-
ing tuples: {0,1}, {7,2}, and {12,1}. The entry 8 has the physical address of 2 for
process 0. For this entry, we have the following execution of Phy2log routine (label
L2):

tpl = 0: 2 /∈ [0,1)

tpl = 1: 2 ∈ [1,3) THEN Log_addr = 7 + 2 − 1 = 8

The datatype generation algorithm is shown in Fig. 10. It is a SPMD parallel algo-
rithm with Np processes and consists of three stages: the memory mapping list, the
communication, and packing datatype generation.
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IEC Datatype generation algorithm:

MEMORY MAPPING LIST
DO i = 0,Nx − 1

L1 Log_Addr = Phy2Log(i,Distr_Datatype)
L2 List = Add_list(List, {Log_Addr, i})

END DO

COMMUNICATION DATATYPE GENERATION
DO ph = 0,Nph − 1
IF r%(2ph+1) < 2ph

r ′
ph = r + 2ph

L3 List_out = Take_Second_Half (List)
ELSE

r ′
ph = r − 2ph

L3 List_out = Take_First_Half (List)
END IF

L4 Datatypeph = Compute_Datatype(List_out)
L5 Input_Datatypeph = Exchange_Datatype(Datatypeph, r

′
ph)

DO i = 0,Nx/2 − 1
Local_Phy_Addr = i

L6 Remote_Phy_Addr = Phy2Log(Local_Phy_Addr, Input_Datatypek)

L7 Log_Addr = Phy2Log(Remote_Phy_Addr,Distr_Datatype)
L8 Local_Phy_Addr+ = compute_offset(r ′

1, r
′
2, . . . , r

′
Nph−1)

L9 List = Add_list(List, {Log_Addr,Local_Phy_Addr})
END DO

END DO

PACKING DATATYPE GENERATION
L10 Datatypedisk = Compute_Datatype_Intervaled(List)
End algorithm

Fig. 10 Pseudocode of IEC datatype generation algorithm

Fig. 11 Example of generic data distribution of x

Memory mapping list In this stage, the logical address of each assigned x entry is
computed using Phy2Log routine (L1 tag). Note that in case of a block-cyclic dis-
tribution, the execution time can be reduced by using (6). Then, the logical-physical
mappings are stored in a sorted list structure (L2 tag). The list entries are sorted by
their logical address value.
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If we consider the x distribution of Fig. 1 for rank 0, we have the following List

entries of logical-physical mappings:

List = 〈0,0〉, 〈4,1〉, 〈8,2〉, 〈12,3〉

Communication datatype generation Once this list is generated (note that this
process is performed in parallel, each process computes its assigned list), it is neces-
sary to determine which entries have to be transferred in each communication phase.
The following property is used:

• Property 4: Given a sorted list, if the destination rank is higher than the current
process rank, then the second half of the list (the one with higher logical addresses)
is sent. Otherwise, the first half of the list is sent.

This property is applied by the Take_First_Half and Take_Second_Half (L3 tag)
which removes the second and first part of the list elements, respectively. These el-
ements are stored in a new list called list_out. By means of the Compute_Datatype
routine (L4 tag), its associated datatype is computed.

The pseudocode of this routine is depicted in Fig. 12. We describe how
Compute_Datatype routine works by using the example of the rank 0 distribution
shown in Fig. 5. Given that the destination rank is 1, according to the previous pro-
cedure, list_out contains the second half of list:

List_out = 〈8,2〉, 〈12,3〉
Compute_Datatype routine first extracts (L1 tag, Fig. 12) the first element: 〈8,2〉.

Then three different scenarios have to be considered:

Compute_Datatype routine:

tpl = 0
DO i = 0, size(List_out)

L1 {Log_Addr,Phy_Addr} = extract_element(List_out)
IF i == 0

L2 offsettpl = Phy_Addr
L2 lengthtpl = 1

ELSE IF Phy_Addr! = offsettpl + lengthtpl
L3 tpl = tpl + 1
L3 offsettpl = Phy_Addr
L3 lengthtpl = 1

ELSE
L4 lengthtpl = lengthtpl + 1

END IF
END DO

End routine

Fig. 12 Pseudocode of Compute_Datatype routine
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1. It is the first list entry (L2 tag). In this case, the first offset-length tuple is created
pointing to the new physical address.

2. The physical address is not consecutive to the current tuple (L3 tag). A new tuple
is created pointing to the new physical address.

3. The physical address is consecutive to the current tuple (L4 tag). In this case, we
use the previous defined tuple and increase its length by one unit.

For element 〈8,2〉, we have the first scenario and the tuple {2,1} is created. When
the second element, 〈12,3〉, is processed, we have the third scenario. The resulting
datatype has a single tuple with values: {2,2}. Note that this is the same datatype that
was obtained in Sect. 3.3.1.

Once a datatype is generated, it is transferred to the target process (L5 tag, Fig. 10).
The last step consists in obtaining the logical and physical addresses of each entry of
the received datatype (Input_Datatypeph). In order to obtain these values, the follow-
ing steps are done for each memory entry:

1. The remote physical address is computed (L6 tag) from the local physical address.
This address is the memory position where the entry was originally placed.

2. Using this address and based on the initial distribution datatype, the logical ad-
dress is computed (L7 tag).

3. Then the physical address is obtained by adding an offset value to its initial value
(L8 tag).

4. Finally, a new list element is generated and inserted into the list (L9 tag).

After processing all entries, a new communication phase can be evaluated. We will
describe this part of the algorithm by using our case study from Figs. 5 and 6.

The received datatype (Input_Datatypeph) includes the physical addresses of the
incoming data in the remote process. After exchanging datatypes, process P0 receives
the following datatype from P1: {2,2}. Using this datatype and routine Phy2Log (L6
tag), local physical addresses 0 and 1 are converted into remote physical addresses
2 and 3, respectively. Then the remote physical addresses are converted into logical
addresses by using the P1 distribution datatype (L7 tag). Resulting logical addresses
are 1 and 5. In the following step, the local physical addresses, 0 and 1, are translated
according to the compute_offset function shown in Fig. 4. We obtain the physical
addresses 4 and 5. Finally, entries 〈1,4〉 and 〈5,5〉 are inserted into list.

For the second phase, we follow the same procedure with a slight difference. Ini-
tially, list structure contains the following (sorted) elements: 〈0,0〉, 〈1,4〉, 〈4,1〉,
〈5,5〉.

Again, the process target (3) is larger than the current process rank, thus the sec-
ond half of the list is extracted and stored in List_out structure. More specifically:
List_out = 〈4,1〉, 〈5,5〉.

When Compute_Datatype is executed, we have the first and third scenarios and a
two-tuple datatype is created: Datatype1 = {1,1}, {5,1}.

Then it is exchanged with P2 datatype receiving the following one:
Input_Datatype1 = {2,1}, {6,1}.

In routine Phy2Log (L6 tag), local physical addresses 0 and 1 are converted into
remote physical addresses 2 and 6, respectively. At this point, we distinguish two
cases (Fig. 6):
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• Remote physical address 2 (logical value of 2) is part of the initially physical dis-
tributed data of P2. Consequently, we can follow the same procedure as in the pre-
vious phase and obtain the logical address by analyzing the distribution datatype.

• Remote physical address 6 (logical value of 3) corresponds to a memory address
for data incoming from P3, so we can not directly compute its logical address. This
problem can be easily solved by finding the initial remote physical address (which
is 4). We use the P3 received datatype of phase 1 (which is a single tuple: {4,2})
and we apply Phy2Log to the local address 6, obtaining the initial remote physical
address of 4. Once obtained, we can compute (L8 tag) its logical address, which is
equal to 3.

The last case is an example of recursive datatype invocation. Consequently, in
Exchange_Datatype routine, we need to exchange all the datatypes used by a given
process plus all the datatypes received from others.2 In this case study, process 2
sends process 0 its datatype plus process 3 datatype. With this information, we ensure
the proper calculation of all logical values.

Finally, the local physical addresses are translated (by adding a value of 5)
and these new elements are inserted into list structure. The final values are: list =
〈0,0〉, 〈1,4〉, 〈2,6〉, 〈3,7〉.

Packing datatype generation In this stage (L9 tag), all elements of list structure
are processed and the packing datatype is generated. For the case study, function
Compute_Datatype_Intervaled routine has the same behavior as Compute_Datatype.
For each list element, we have, respectively, the scenarios 1, 2, 2, and 3. The resulting
datatype has three tuples: Datatypedisk = {0,1}, {4,1}, {6,2}.

Now, consider the final data distribution from Fig. 8. The list entries are: List =
〈0,0〉, 〈1,8〉, 〈2,12〉, 〈3,14〉, 〈4,1〉, 〈5,9〉, 〈6,13〉, 〈7,15〉.

Now, in contrast with previous routine, Compute_Datatype_Intervaled takes only
the first interval: Datatypedisk = {0,1}, {8,1}, {12,1}, {14,1}.

Then the routine replicates this datatype with a space of one entry (second datatype
has an one-entry offset regarding the first datatype). This situation can be easily de-
tected by checking when the physical addresses stop being monotonically increasing.
In this case, a new datatype is replicated.

After describing the internal structure of the Inspector–Executor Collective I/O
algorithm, the next section evaluates the performance of this technique.

4 Experimental results

We have evaluated each component of our method under different execution environ-
ments. The platform used has the following specifications: 16 dual nodes (Intel Pen-
tium III at 800 MHz, 256 KB L2 cache, 1 GB memory), Myrinet and Fast Ethernet
interconnection networks, 2.6.13–15.8-bigsmp kernel. For the Myrinet network we

2Note that for a given process, not all the datatypes are required, but only the ones that were previously
received.
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have used the MpichGM 2.7.15 distribution, while for Fast Ethernet, MPICH 1.2.6
was used. The parallel filesystem was PVFS 1.6.3 [8] with one metadata server, 8 I/O
servers and a striping factor of 64 KB. The local filesystem corresponds to an ext3
partition of Linux. Each data element is represented as a float number of 4 bytes.

This section is divided into two parts. First, the performance of the parallel I/O
technique is analyzed, taking into account the datatype generation algorithm as well
as the communication phases and the file access. Then in the second part, the perfor-
mance of our method is compared with other state-of-the-art approaches.

4.1 Performance analysis

A contribution of our method consists of splitting the global algorithm into two com-
ponents: the inspector and the executor. The first one analyzes the data distribution
and computes the required datatypes. The second one performs the data exchange
and the disk access. This strategy allows amortizing the inspector overhead by means
of datatype reusing. We have taken into account this division for measuring the al-
gorithm performance: instead of making one measure of the whole method, we have
evaluated the performance of each element. In the following section, we show and
discuss the measured performance for each stage.

The number of datatype tuples (offset and length pairs) is an important factor in
the overall algorithm performance. Their storage and processing consume system re-
sources like memory space, CPU, and network bandwidth. In the case of the IEC I/O
algorithm, we have two datatype structures: sending and packing data. The number
of tuples does not depend on the problem size (Nx ) in case of regular distributions.
In our experiments, we have obtained a constant value of 16 tuples in both datatypes.
Another factor that we have to consider is the inspector overhead. Figure 13 shows
the datatype computing time for different data sizes. The relationship between in-
spector overhead and the number of processors is shown in Fig. 14. Note that the cost

Fig. 13 IEC I/O Inspector computing time (ms) for 16 processes with different Nx values and Nb = 8
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Fig. 14 IEC I/O Inspector computing time (ms) for different processes with Nx = 524288 and Nb = 8

Fig. 15 IEC I/O Executor time for a 300 MB file, Np = 16 and Myrinet network

of the IEC I/O inspector increases sublinearly with Nx and Np . In the latter case, this
is due to the fact that the inspector algorithm is fully parallel and scales relatively
well with Np .

Regarding the performance of the rest of the stages (data exchange and disk write
operation), Figs. 15 and 16 show the execution time for Myrinet and Fast Ethernet
networks, respectively. Different Bx values (called stride sizes) were used for fixed
values of Nx = 78,643,200 (300 MB) and Np = 16. The execution time is divided
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Fig. 16 IEC I/O Executor time for a 300 MB file, Np = 16 and Fast Ethernet network

into the three communication stages and the disk write access. Note that the amount of
data exchanged does not depend on Bx . For this reason, the communication times are
almost constant for all the phases and Bx values. When Fast Ethernet communication
network is used (PVFS filesystem keeps using Myrinet), there is a significant incre-
ment of the communication cost, but the algorithm performance does not degrade for
different Nb values. Based on these figures, we can conclude that the performance
of the executor does not depend on Nb . Note that our method shows similar perfor-
mance in all the distribution scenarios (for different strides). As we will see in the
following section, this does not occur with other techniques.

4.2 Performance comparison

We have compared the performance of our method with three parallel I/O optimiza-
tion techniques: List I/O, Two Phase I/O, and Block I/O. Block I/O technique consists
of writing the distributed x entries in consecutive disk positions. Taking into account
the initial requirements, it is not a valid I/O technique because disk entries are not
properly sorted. In fact, the disk entry order depends on the way the array was ini-
tially distributed and, as we have explained in the Introduction, this is not a valid
disk distribution. We have chosen this technique as a reference approach, as it per-
forms the most efficient I/O operation given that each process writes different data in
parallel with the maximum locality and without communication.

Figures 17 and 18 show the comparative study using Myrinet network for Nx =
26,214,400 and Nx = 131,072,000, respectively. Sixteen processing nodes were
used in all the cases. IEC I/O includes the executor performance (containing both
the communication phases cost plus the I/O cost). We can observe that as expected,
Block I/O obtains the best overall performance. For small Bx values, both List I/O
and Two Phase I/O exhibit poor performance. In contrast, the performance of IEC
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Fig. 17 Comparative study for a 100 MB file, Np = 16 and Myrinet network

Fig. 18 Comparative study for a 500 MB file, Np = 16 and Myrinet network

I/O executor does not depend on neither Bx or Nx , reaching values close to the refer-
ence technique (Block I/O). When Bx increases, the performance of Two Phase I/O
improves, reaching the IEC I/O performance for Bx = 16. List I/O reaches the IEC
I/O performance for values of Bx = 512 or greater.
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Fig. 19 Comparative study for a 100 MB file, Np = 16 and Fast Ethernet network

The reason of the low efficiency of List I/O is the poor management of the offset-
length structures for small data grains. These structures were designed for facilitating
the management of blocks of data. When the block sizes are small, the overhead of
handling these structures is too large for a feasible solution. In the case of Two Phase
I/O, for small Bx values, the communication cost increases. For this technique, it is
necessary to determine the communication pattern among the processors and which
entries have to be exchanged. The smaller Bx is, the greater is the overhead of disk
access.

Figures 19 and 20 compare the performance for Fast Ethernet network. In this
case, we can see that the overall execution time of methods that require interproces-
sor communication (Two Phase I/O and IEC I/O) increases. This is due to a slower
interprocessor network. In contrast, the performance of both List I/O and Block I/O is
similar to the one measured for the Myrinet network. Note also that PVFS filesystem
keeps using Myrinet network. For larger Bx , List I/O performance is better than Two
Phase I/O. We can also note that for larger Bx , there is not an important difference
between the performance of IEC I/O and Two Phase I/O.

5 Conclusions

This work presents a parallel I/O technique, which employs two different strategies
for improving the performance. First, the I/O technique is split into two stages, one
for computing the communication pattern, and other one for performing the com-
munication and file accesses. This strategy allows reusing the information produced
by the first stage, therefore, reducing the overall execution time when similar I/O
operations are frequently performed. The second strategy consists of increasing the
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Fig. 20 Comparative study for a 500 MB file, Np = 16 and Fast Ethernet network

file access locality by means of exchanging the data between the processes. This im-
proves the efficiency of I/O operations, given that each process accesses independent
blocks of contiguous file regions.

Comparing the IEC I/O algorithm with Two Phase I/O, our method presents sev-
eral advantages. It allows communication parallelism: During each communication
phase, processors are organized in couples and perform send/receive private point
to point communications. This provides a high parallelism degree because several
communication operations can be performed at the same time. Additionally, because
all processors send and receive the same amount of data, the communication is well
balanced.

Based on the results from this paper, we conclude that our technique performs best
for distributions with small access granularity (small Bx ). In these situations, IEC I/O
algorithm outperforms the List I/O and Two Phase I/O techniques. The performance
of IEC I/O depends few on Bx , allowing a good average performance for a broad
number of distributions (Bx values). Another important contribution consists in sepa-
rating the inspector stage from the executor. By this approach, we can strongly reduce
the overall algorithm cost in cases of repetitive I/O operations with the same access
pattern.
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